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Abstract

Due to climatic changes, excessive grazing, and deforestation, semi-arid and arid ecosystems are vulnerable to
desertification and land degradation. Adversely affected biological productivity has a negative impact on social,
economic, and environmental factors. The term ”arid ecosystems” refers not only to water-scarce landscapes
but also to nutrient-poor environments. Specifically, the vegetation cover loses spatial homogeneity as aridity
increases, and the self-organized heterogeneous vegetation patterns developed could eventually collapse into a
bare state. It is still unclear whether this transition would be gradual or abrupt, leading to the often-called
catastrophic shift of ecosystems. Several studies suggest that environmental inhomogeneities in time or space
can promote a gradual transition to bare soil, thus avoiding catastrophic shifts. Environmental inhomogeneities
include non-uniformities in the spatial distribution of precipitation, spatial irregularities in topography and
other external factors. Employing a generic mathematical model including environmental inhomogeneities in
space, we show how two branches of vegetation patterns create a hysteresis loop when the effective mortality
level changes. These two branches correspond to qualitatively distinct vegetation self-organized responses. In
an increasing mortality scenario, one observes an equilibrium branch of high vegetation biomass forming self-
organized patterns with a well-defined wavelength. However, reversing the mortality trend, one observes a low
biomass branch lacking a wavelength. We call this phenomenon the clustering of vegetation patches. This
behavior can be connected to historically significant trends of climate change in arid ecosystems.

Introduction

Semi-arid and arid landscapes are particularly vulnera-
ble to climate change and desertification. Considering
they cover up to 45 percent of the Earth’s terrestrial
surface, several studies have investigated how environ-
mental changes cause uniform vegetation cover to shift
into a patchy landscape [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. It is widely

accepted that symmetry-breaking instability mediated
by two opposite feedbacks (facilitation and competition)
acting on different spatial scales, causes this transition
even in homogeneous environments [1]. The resulting
self-organized structures, are commonly called vegetation
patterns, and correspond to a heterogeneous distribution
of the biomass across space. These coherent structures
are modified by precipitation gradients, suggesting that
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Figure 1: Clustered and self-organized vegetation patches. a) Morocco, Enjil region (Boulmane Province) 18o

49.3
′
S, 35o 37.4

′
E., patches formed by alpha or Stipa tenacissima L. plants in i), ii), and iii). b) Argentina (Cata-

marca, northwestern Argentina plateau) 23o 25.8
′
S, 66o 4.4

′
W. Patches formed by paja brava or Fetusca orthophylla

plants in i), ii), and iii). Panels iv) indicate the topographic profile, with colors highlighting the local minima (green)
and maxima (red) of the respective landscape. Panels c-i) and d-i) illustrate the 2D Fourier spectrum of the vege-
tation cover field, and panels ii) and iii) depict the mean profile of the 2D Fourier spectrum in the radial direction
and the windowed Fourier spectrum of each ecosystem, respectively.

ecosystems can undergo structural changes as the factors
regulating these structures vary [2, 6].

Arid ecosystems are characterized by having poten-
tial evapotranspiration (PET0) exceeding the water sup-
ply provided by rainfall (P) annually. More precisely, the
aridity is defined as Ar = 1−P/PET0, not to be confused
with the typical aridity index AI= P/PET0. Reduced
precipitation and increased evapotranspiration rates or,

equivalently, increased aridity directly impact vegetation
function [7, 8]. As environmental adversity increases, a
homogeneous cover becomes degraded and gives rise to
gaped, then stripes (or labyrinths) and patches before
collapsing onto the bare ground [9, 10]. This generic
sequence has been found in other modeling approaches
incorporating water transport [4, 11, 12]. In addition
to periodic biomass distributions, localized patches of
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vegetation were observed [13, 14] or localized labyrinths
[15], as well as arcs, spirals [16], pulses [17], and mul-
tistable domains of oblique stripes [18]. In addition,
another mechanism associated with the phenomenon of
non-equilibrium phase separation can generate vegeta-
tion patterns in the form of non-random biphasic struc-
tures [19, 20, 21, 22]. Modeling vegetation patterns in
strictly homogeneous environments has attracted a lot
of interest, but patterns that settle in spatially inho-
mogeneous environments are increasingly being studied
due to the relevance of inhomogeneities in the vegetation
biomass output and resilience to increased environmental
stress [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] .

In natural ecosystems, spatial inhomogeneities in en-
vironmental conditions are the rule rather than the
exception. Spatial inhomogeneities encompass non-
uniformities in the spatial distribution of precipitation,
soil properties such as spatial irregularities in topogra-
phy [28, 29], soil dept [30] or moisture islands [31], atmo-
spheric factors such as wind and light, or even grazing
and fire episodes [32, 33, 30, 31, 34], and human activities
[35]. Studies that take into account spatiotemporal [36]
and temporal [37] fluctuations in vegetation models pro-
duce time-varying biomass distributions that can elude
the turning points existing in the homogeneous theory.
Similarly, spatial inhomogeneities induce equilibrium dis-
tributions that can also elude tipping points [24] . These
investigations support the prediction of irregular vegeta-
tion distributions.

Here, we use field measurements, remote sensing im-
age analysis, and a well-known model to study the for-
mation of vegetation patches on bare ground with topo-
graphic irregularities. We unveil how the static spatial
environmental inhomogeneities, such as the variations in
the topography, affect the biomass density distribution.
We show evidence of two types of vegetation patterns
that form a hysteresis loop as a function of the arid-
ity level. These two branches of equilibria generated
by inhomogeneities represent qualitatively distinct veg-
etation patterns. They can be distinguished not only
through their average biomass [24], but also by using the
spatial Fourier spectrum and the pair correlation func-
tion. As the aridity level increases, the ecosystem de-
velops self-organized patterns with a well-defined wave-
length. However, when the aridity level is reversed, the
vegetation pattern undergoes a clustering phenomenon
without a wavelength. By combining remote sensing im-

age analysis and the rate of change of aridity worldwide,
we link our prediction to significant historical trends of
climate change in arid ecosystems. In addition, we re-
cover the observation that the transition from a patchy
ecosystem to bare soil is quite smooth and gradual in the
presence of spatial inhomogeneities, thus avoiding catas-
trophic shifts [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. Understanding the
formation of vegetation patterns under inhomogeneous
environmental conditions increases the possibility of suc-
cessfully conserving and maintaining vegetation in arid
ecosystems. Remarkably, inhomogeneous environmental
conditions allow for vegetation patches with an aperiodic
distribution in space as a stable equilibrium, namely, the
clustering of patches branch of solutions. This is differ-
ent than homogeneous systems, where an aperiodic patch
distribution is only transient due to the repulsive inter-
action of the localized structures [43], leading to periodic
structures as equilibria.

Field observations and remote sensing im-
age analysis

Self-organization versus clustering

We consider vegetation patches distributed within a bare
soil matrix. Two examples of patchy landscapes taken
from Morocco and Argentina are shown in Figs. 1a)
and 1b), respectively. The two ecosystems are located
in a high-altitude arid zone with complex topographi-
cal variations around a gentle, mean slope, as shown in
Figs. 1a)iv) and 1b)iv) [44]; the color accounts for vari-
ations due to topography indicated by the local maxima
(red) and minima (green), namely, it describes the spa-
tial variation of the slope [29]. These plant populations
develop on soil with spatial irregularities. The vegetation
shown in Morocco corresponds to Stipa tenacissima L.,
often called alfa, originally from northwestern Africa and
the southern part of the Iberian Peninsula. This plant
belongs to a species of monocotyledonous plants in the
Poaceae family [16, 45]. To this family belongs Fetusca
orthophylla shown in the northwestern Argentina plateau
[cf. Fig. 1b)]. Both clonal vegetation patches grow on
dry, rocky, base-rich soils, forming a steppe-like grass-
land. In these harsh environments, vegetation patches
in high mountain ecosystems have to face a high de-
gree of aridity as well as low minimum temperatures that
limit their development, and they often experience graz-
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ing pressure from ruminants. Contrary to most alpine
environments, these landscapes may become drier due to
the lack of persistent snow cover [46, 47].

It is now generally accepted that plant facilitative
and competitive interactions can lead to self-organized
vegetation patterns [1, 48]. Two feedback operating at
different spatial scales are required for this process to
take place. The positive feedback associated with the
facilitative interaction, which operates at the level of
the plant size Lf , tends to increase the total biomass
(activator) of surrounding plants. On the other hand,
negative feedback linked to the competitive interaction
(inhibitor) between plants is also included. This interac-
tion operates at the plant roots size Lc level and tends
to inhibit the biomass growth of surrounding plants up
to a distance Lc. Field observations for two different
plants have validated this modeling approach: Combre-
tum micranthum [49, 50, 51] and Festuca orthophylla
[52]. Festuca orthophylla plant shares many character-
istics with the alfa plant. Field measurements indicate
that the density of the alfa plant is 0.44 tufts per m2

and that the total above-ground dry biomass reached
873 grams per tuft [16, 45]. The alfa or Stipa tenacis-
sima L. patches reach a mean radius of Lf ≈ 57 cm, with
roots extending in a mean radius of Lc ≈ 180 cm. Simi-
larly, vegetation observed in the northwestern Argentina
plateau, Fetusca orthophylla, is characterized by form-
ing patches-like structures of several individuals, having
a mean structure radius of Lf ≈ 50 cm and mean root
extension of Lc ≈ 140 cm [52]. Both plants survive in
low rainfall environments, reaching mean aridity levels of
0.65 and 0.70 [53], respectively.

Models based on facilitation on competition relate
the existence of a periodic pattern with the ratio of
facilitation to competition length Lf/Lc [50, 54]. In-
terestingly, plants Stipa tenacissima L. and Fetusca or-
thophylla share similar structural properties and aridity
levels, both having a facilitation to competition length
∼ 1/3, then, it is expected to observe the same type of
self-organization due to the environmental stress. To an-
alyze the patches’ spatial distribution, we use the spatial
Fourier transform together with the pair correlation func-
tion of the patches’ positions. These tools help to clar-
ify and categorize the different spatial self-organizations
of vegetation patches. We compute the spatial Fourier
transform for Stipa tenacissima L. and Fetusca ortho-
phylla remote sensing images, which are binarized to

highlight vegetation from soil (see supplementary materi-
als), and corresponding to areas of 0.14km2 and 0.84km2,
respectively. The results are shown in Figs. 1c) and
1d). The amplitude of the spatial Fourier transform
reveals a significant difference in the spatial organiza-
tion of these vegetation patches. Stipa tenacissima L.
patches have the q = 0 mode as dominant [see Fig. 1c)
(i)]. Differently, the Fetusca orthophylla patches exhibit
a ringed region of local maxima at q ̸= 0 [see Fig. 1c)
(ii)] corresponding to the pattern wavelength [55]. This
difference can be highlighted by computing the radial
profile of these spatial Fourier transform amplitudes as
F [A](x, y) = F [A](q, θ) ≈ ⟨F [A](q)⟩θ, where ⟨·⟩θ is the
average over θ (see supplementary materials for details).
A is the binarized reflected light intensity field of the im-
ages. This method enables one to distinguish whether
a local maximum exists at q ̸= 0 or not, as shown in
Figs. 1c)ii) and 1d)ii). The lack of a pattern structure
for Stipa tenacissima L. patches distribution is seen in
the local Fourier transform [56] amplitude Fig. 1c)iii).
Fetusca orthophylla, on the other hand, has a locally dis-
tinctive hexagonal pattern shown in Fig. 1d)iii).

The presence or absence of the wavelength is not spe-
cific to clonal vegetation patches observed in high moun-
tain ecosystems. It can be found in many other patchy
ecosystems with different types of plants and soils. Eight
ecosystems worldwide are depicted in Figure2a), where
vegetation patches’ spatial distribution can be catego-
rized as either having a characteristic wavelength or not.
The images were obtained using the Google Earth Pro
program from locations in the United States, Argentina,
Zambia, Mozambique, India, and Australia. To cap-
ture photographs of patterns in Morocco, smart drone
photography was employed since the resolution of satel-
lite images was inadequate. The radial profile of the
Fourier transform of the patchy landscapes is shown in
Fig. 2b). The vegetation of the USA, Argentina, In-
dia, and southeast Australia shows self-organization with
a well-defined characteristic wavelength in addition to
the zero wavenumber [see the red curves of Fig.2b)].
The green curves in this figure indicate that the veg-
etation patterns observed in Morocco, Zambia, Mozam-
bique, and northwest Australia do not have a characteris-
tic wavelength, and only the zero wavenumber dominates
the spatial distribution of patches. The pair correlation
function of the patch centers is computed, as shown in
Fig. 2c). The green curves show that the patterns with-
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Figure 2: Vegetation patchy landscape classification in different locations of the world employing remote sensing
analysis. a) Clustered and self-organized vegetation patches across the planet. Red and green frames [(i)-(viii)]
account for self-organized and clustered patches, respectively. The red and green dots [(i)-(viii)] in the map stand
for the respective location under study. b) The mean profile of the 2D Fourier spectrum of each vegetation pattern
depicted in the a) panel; the red and green curves indicate the presence or absence of a characteristic wavelength.
c) Corresponding pair correlation function of each patchy landscape.

out a distinctive wavelength have higher correlations in
their relative separations from patches at closer distances
compared to the red curves.

The global trend map as an indicator of ecosys-
tem self-organization and clustering

The observation of two different types of self-organized
spots opens the question of their origin. An aperiodic
distribution of spots to be observed in a homogeneous
system would require fine-tuning and the observation of
transient states [57]. However, under inhomogeneous en-
vironmental conditions, aperiodic distributions of spots
can appear naturally just by changing environmental
conditions over time. Thus, the observation of either pe-

riodic or aperiodic vegetation patches could be related to
the history of environmental conditions. Fourier trans-
forms of the vegetation patterns and the pair correla-
tion function of patch positions let us classify whether
an ecosystem operates in the self-organized or clustering
behavior. Further, using a database of bio-climatic indi-
cators [53], we collect two meteorological variables that
are crucial for patch formation and assessments of arid-
ity: the mean annual precipitation (P) and the reference
potential evapotranspiration (PET0). These quantities
are available in this database with global coverage and
a resolution of 0.5o in the polar and azimuthal axes of
the planet. Let us assume that the mortality is a grow-
ing function of the aridity Ar = 1 − P/PET0. Then,
we compute a global trend map of the vegetation envi-
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Figure 3: Change rate in the aridity worldwide extracted from linear regression. Blue (red) regions show the land-
scapes in which the aridity has decreased (increased) from 1979 to 2018. In the map, the landscapes analyzed are
signaled by arrows. Insets show the aridity trend over the years and the Pearson correlation coefficient. Mosaics of
vegetation from Morocco, USA, Argentina, Zambia, and Australia agree with the theory developed; The mosaics
of Mozambique show the opposite tendency described by the theory.

ronmental conditions temporal gradient. The results are
shown in Fig. 3. The areas shown in red indicate an aver-
age increase in aridity over the years. The ecosystems of
Argentina, USA, India, and South of Australia are char-
acterized by increasing aridity, as shown in Figs. 3(V,
VI, VII, VIII), respectively. These ecosystems exhibit a
self-organized spatial distribution of biomass with a well-
defined wavelength. The blue zones indicate areas where
aridity has decreased on average over the years. Ecosys-
tems from Morocco, Zambia, and North Australia have
been subjected to a decrease in the aridity, as shown in
Figs 3(I, II, V), respectively. These ecosystems exhibit a
clustering phenomenon, a vegetation cover without wave-
length.

It is reasonable to think that the vegetation pattern
could have experienced changes thanks to the variation
of aridity over time, affecting plant growth. A signature
of this change could be the spatial distribution of the veg-
etation cover, it being either self-organized (with a dom-
inant wavelength), or clustered (without wavelength).
However, according to data obtained from the biocli-
matic indicator database [53], Mozambique’s ecosystem
(III) does not correspond to this assertion. The origin of
this discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that other
parameters must generally correct the potential evapo-
transpiration, such as air temperature, wind speed, vapor
pressure, and the type of plant [58].

In what follows, we will use mathematical modeling
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to examine the above field observations and the results
obtained from remote sensing image analysis by integrat-
ing the inhomogeneities inherent in the environment of
these ecosystems and changing the sign of the aridity
gradient over time.

Theoretical modeling

Interaction-redistribution Model

Multiple mathematical approaches to characterize vege-
tation patterns have been developed as a result of the
lack of physical first principles for biological and ecosys-
tems. We use a modeling strategy where time and space
are continuous so that the density of the total biomass is
b(r, t), where r = (x, y) are the spatial coordinates and t
is time. We use the simplest and generic ecological model
[9, 59, 60]

∂tb = −ηb+ κb2 − b3 + (d− γb)∇2b− αb∇4b, (1)

where η accounts for the effective mortality rate, directly
related to the natural mortality to the natality rate of
vegetation, the mean annual precipitation, and water
evaporation rate; it can be positive or negative. κ is
called the cooperativity parameter and d accounts for
the diffusion coefficient. γ and α are parameters related
to interactions between neighboring plants or the water
transport coupled to the vegetation dynamics. To find
the definition of these parameters in terms of ecologi-
cally relevant quantities present in models, see the sup-
plementary materials. The terms proportional to lapla-
cian ∇2 ≡ (∂xx+∂yy) and bilaplacian ∇4 ≡ (∂xx+∂yy)
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describe diffusion and hyperdiffusion, respectively. The
model Eq. [1] is derived using two different mathemat-
ical approaches where ecologically relevant parameters
appear explicitly (see Supplementary Material).

We include the inhomogeneity of the environment in
the parameters, promoting them to functions of space
as follows Z = Z(r), where Z could be any of the pa-
rameters (η, κ, d, γ, α). As inhomogeneities have sev-
eral origins, all parameters should be considered space-
dependent. We select η as a function of space. For math-
ematical simplicity, the remaining parameters are uni-
form in space. We consider spatial changes of η to be gen-
erated randomly, that is, η(r) = η +

√
Γξ(r), where ξ(r)

is a fluctuating variable of zero mean ⟨ξ(r)⟩ = 0 which
has decaying radial correlations ⟨ξ(r)ξ(0)⟩ ∝ e−|r/ζ|;

functions ξ(r) are generated with the method described
in [19]. The Γ parameter measures the intensity level
of these inhomogeneities and ζ their degree of spatial
correlation. Note that ⟨η(r)⟩ = η. The spatial inho-
mogeneities are static with respect to the timescale of
biomass growth.

Pattern characteristics in homogeneous environ-
ments

If cooperativity is positive, the homogeneous equilib-
rium state could change abruptly to a bare state as
the mortality η increases [Fig. 4a)]. Furthermore, equa-
tion [1] exhibits a regime where the system undergoes
a spatial symmetry-breaking instability at b = bc to
a periodic pattern with an intrinsic Fourier mode or
wavenumber qc =

√
(γbc − δ)/(2αbc), where bc satis-

fies 4αb2c(2bc − κ) = (γbc − δ)2. The wavelength of
the vegetation patterns is 2π/qc. The η threshold at
which symmetry-breaking instability occurs corresponds
to ηc = (κ−b2c)bc. Increasing η past this threshold, a clas-
sical sequence is recovered: homogeneous cover [Fig. 4b)],
gaps [Fig. 4c)], rolls and labyrinths [Fig. 4d)], hexagonal
patches [Fig. 4e)], and bare state. In Fig. 4a), we plot
the mean biomass ⟨b⟩ =

∫
b(x, y)dxdy/L2, as a function

of the η parameter for each of these states, where L is
the system size. This diagram shows that adversity af-
fects the distribution of vegetation cover and overlapping
domains of stability between different types of patterns
are observed. The patchy pattern survives more adverse
conditions before abruptly switching to zero biomass, il-
lustrated by the black arrow in Fig. 4a).

To analyze the spatial organization properties of
numerical vegetation patterns and compare them with
remote sensing data analysis, we define the binarized
biomass field A(r) of the numerical simulations as

A(r) ≡
{

1 if b(r) ≥ bsn,
0 if b(r) < bsn.

(2)

Image and data analysis software are used to investigate
the field A acquired from numerical simulations, which
allows us to determine the location and size of each patch
(see the supplementary materials for details). The spa-
tial Fourier transform and the pair correlation function
characterize the patch distribution. Considering a patchy
hexagonal pattern as the one in Fig. 4f), extracting the
main key characteristic of the patches’ spatial organi-
zation is possible. The Fourier transform amplitude is
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Γ

|ℱ[A]|2log

|ℱ[A]|2log|ℱ[A]|2log

Figure 4: Bifurcation diagram of Eq. [1] for homogeneous aridity parameter obtained from numerical simulations.
Parameters are κ = 0.6, d = 0.02, γ = 0.5, α = 0.125. a) Bifurcation diagram of ⟨b⟩ vs. η, continuous (dashed)
lines show stable (unstable) homogeneous equilibria, and blue dots are obtained numerically. The homogeneous
cover solution becomes unstable when η increases and patterns stabilize. The transition route is b) homogeneous
cover, c) hexagonal gaps, d) stripes, e) hexagonal patches, and finally, homogeneous bare soil. Note that mixed
patterns can coexist for a short time in overlapping regions. f) Hexagonal patterns with some windows highlighted.
g) The Fourier transform amplitude depicting a ring structure. h) Averaged random window Fourier amplitude of
f), which exhibits the hexagonal (6 peaks) nature of the pattern. i) Mean radial profile of the Fourier transform
amplitude showed in h). j) Pair correlation function of the patches positions

shown in Fig. 4g) and has a powdered-ring structure in-
dicating a characteristic wavenumber. Taking random

windows of A with a size comparable to the wavelength,
one can unveil the type of pattern as shown in Fig. 4h),
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observing six peaks in the local Fourier amplitude corre-
sponding to a hexagonal pattern. Figure 4i) indicates the
characteristic pattern wavelength 2π/qc depicted in the
mean radial profile of the Fourier transform amplitude.
The corresponding pair correlation function is plotted
in Fig. 4j), again indicating the presence of a periodic
pattern with a well-defined wavelength. Indeed, when
the environmental conditions are homogeneous, the pair
correlation function has a crystalline structure, featuring
peaks at defined intervals.

Inhomogeneous environmental conditions pro-
mote disordered spots by clustering

Numerical simulations of Eq. [1] with an inhomogeneous
level of effective mortality η are performed using periodic
boundary conditions. Figure 5 summarizes the results
when using an uncorrelated inhomogeneity (ζ = 0) and
for a modest intensity (Γ = 0.01), we used 10 realizations
of the inhomogeneity mask, with the variance among re-
alizations being negligible; we observed that correlation
length and intensity just change the width of the hys-
teresis loop, with no significant effect on the types of
patterns observed when they are not the dominant ef-
fect, that is Γ/|η|< 1 and ζqc < 2π. As the mean η level
is increased, a branch of vegetation patterns, symbolized
by the orange color, emerges from spatial instability of
the homogeneous cover (dotted black curve) in Fig. 5a).
The average biomass density decreases as a function of η,
reaching a state of patchy pattern indicated by red dots
in the diagram. An example of the obtained pattern with
a high density of patches emerging from this branch is
shown in Fig. 5b). An entirely distinct branch of vege-
tation patterns with low biomass density is observed. It
emerges from covers with low density of patches when
the η parameter is decreased; we refer to the vegetation
pattern in this branch as clustered patches of vegetation,
with the average biomass density shown in Fig. 5a) with
green dots. An example of a pattern belonging to this
branch is shown in Fig. 5c). The two branches form a
hysteresis loop in which both vegetation patterns with
a large and a small number of patches coexist for the
same value η. Close to the point where the two branches
with high and low biomass density meet, patches die off
one by one until the system shows a gradual transition
towards the bare state. Therefore, inhomogeneities can
make vegetation cover more resilient to changes in envi-

ronmental conditions.

To better analyze the difference between the two
branches forming a large hysteresis loop, we use the
Fourier transform to show whether both branches of solu-
tions possess a characteristic wavenumber. Figure 5b)(ii)
depicts the amplitude Fourier transform of vegetation
pattern shown in Fig. 5b(i), the inset shows the mean
radial profile, highlighting a characteristic wavenumber
qc. A ring-like structure in the Fourier transform demon-
strates that the self-organization phenomenon exhibits a
characteristic wavenumber, indicating a wavelength [see,
Fig. 5b)(ii)]. However, the Fourier transform of the clus-
tered pattern, represented in Fig. 5c)(ii) loses the ring-
like structure, and no defined wavelength is observed;
instead, the mean radial profile of the Fourier transform
decays monotonically with no local maxima as depicted
in the green curve of the inset of Fig. 5c)(ii). Increas-
ing the level of η to the point where the two branches of
the solution meet leads to a random spatial distribution
of patches whose positions are essentially uncorrelated.
Close to this point, the characteristic wavenumber goes
to zero, and the bare state becomes dominant, as shown
in Fig. 5a) panel (4). It has been shown that vegetation
patches could increase the system biomass by a process
called self-replication [57, 61], which activates depending
on the η level and the patch size. In the extreme con-
dition of high mortality shown in Fig. 5a) panel (4), the
patch self-replication process is inactive, and the patches
can not invade the remaining space. However, by re-
versing the level of η, favorable regions due to inhomo-
geneities will allow the self-replication locally; different
from the self-replication process in homogeneous con-
ditions, the inhomogeneous environment will not allow
complete recovery. Indeed, in this regime, inhomogeneity
has a twofold effect: I) the patches that reach the critical
size due to favorable local η value self-replicate, increas-
ing the biomass of their surroundings; II) the patches will
reach spatial locations with unfavorable local η, stopping
the self-replicating process and pinning the colonization
front. These effects, when combined, lead to a cluster-
ing phenomenon of patches. By further decreasing the
level of mortality, more patches will be able to develop a
process of self-replication, increasing the pattern density
until the two branches coincide again.

In addition to the biomass involved and their Fourier
space properties, a clear distinction between these two
regimes can be seen in the pair correlation function plots
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Figure 5: Numerical characterization of solution branches with heterogeneous parameters. Panel a) illustrates the
bifurcation diagram for a path in the mean aridity parameter depicted by the black arrows, insets show different
examples of the vegetation mosaics in the diagram. Panels b) and c) show the spatial characterization of the two
branches of patchy patterns for the upper and lower branch, respectively; an example of the typical mosaic appears
in i), the mean Fourier spectrum in the radial direction appears in ii), and the pair correlation function is depicted
in iii). Parameters are κ = 0.6, d = 0.02, γ = 0.5, α = 0.125.

of Figs. 5b)(iii) and 5c)(iii) computed for the branches
of the hysteresis loop shown in the diagram Fig. 5a). As
seen in Fig. 5b)(iii), the pair correlation of patches ex-
hibits damped oscillations together with low amplitude,
and the presence of a characteristic wavelength remains.
The clustering process, however, reveals a greater value
for the pair correlation peak that decays without any
spatial order as seen in Fig. 5c)(iii).

The behavior of the two branches of solutions that are
induced by inhomogeneities resembles what is observed
for the spatial organization properties of the natural veg-

etation covers shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Our theory pro-
vides a possible explanation for these field observations
with the least ingredients to produce these emergent be-
haviors: inhomogeneous parameters acting over mathe-
matical models of vegetation self-organization. Patchy
vegetation patterns in Fig. 2 from (i) to (iv) could be
classified as states with no pattern structure and the
same properties as cover from the lower branch of the
diagram in Fig. 5a), whereas cover in Fig. 2 from (v) to
(viii) could be classified as states with a pattern struc-
ture and properties similar to the upper branch of the
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diagram shown in Fig. 5a). This vegetation cover classi-
fication could allow us to infer possibilities for the history
of the biomass and the η parameter.

Conclusions

To conclude, we studied the formation of vegetation pat-
terns in arid and semi-arid zones using field observations
and remote sensing image analysis, as well as mathe-
matical modeling considering inhomogeneities in the pa-
rameters that could be produced by spatial soil irregu-
larities, interannual precipitation fluctuations, fire occur-
rences, grazing, soil depth distribution, and soil-moisture
islands. The following results were obtained:

• Field observations and remote sensing image anal-
ysis based solely on two-dimensional Fourier im-
age analysis, combined with a pairwise correla-
tion function, enabled us to classify several vegeta-
tion patches under irregularities in the topography.
Two processes were identified: self-organization
and clustering. Self-organization with a well-
defined wavelength emerges as the level of aridity
increases. We have shown that this process results
from increasing aridity levels. In contrast, cluster-
ing processes emerge when the aridity gradient is
reversed, and the resulting pattern loses its wave-
length.

• Using a database of bio-climatic indicators allowed
us to extract the aridity spatiotemporal behavior
using two bioclimatic quantities: the mean an-
nual precipitation and the reference potential evap-
otranspiration. This allowed us to predict that the
ecosystem will exhibit self-organization as a result
of aridity increases or, on the contrary, will undergo
a clustering process thanks to aridity reduction.
We established the global trend map to indicate
possible ecosystems’ self-organization and cluster-
ing.

• Using mathematical modeling, we have shown that
in the absence of spatial irregularities, ecosys-
tems undergo catastrophic changes toward a bare
state. All patches disappear at some point when
an effective mortality threshold is exceeded. How-
ever, if spatial irregularities are taken into ac-
count, the patch ecosystem shows a rather gentle,

gradual transition. In addition, we have identi-
fied two branches associated with self-organization
and clustering of vegetation patches. These two
branches form a hysteresis loop for a wide range
of the effective mortality parameter and are only
observed when environmental inhomogeneities are
taken into account.

The correspondence between the classification of the veg-
etation patterns and the history of the aridity parameter
can be a useful indicator for landscape degradation and
recovery. This observation is in good agreement with
theoretical predictions showing a hysteresis loop between
self-organization and clustering. Based solely on the evo-
lution of the aridity parameter, we have proposed a sim-
ple criterion to show whether the ecosystem is developing
self-organization or clustering. With the use of statisti-
cal tools for spatial analysis and numerical simulations of
the governing equations, our results represent a step to-
ward a practical, non-destructive method for classifying
vegetation patterns and predicting their behavior.
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